Adolescents' developing empathy may be associated with the frequency of conflict with parents, as well as the level of agreement between adolescent and parental perceptions of the frequency of such conflicts. This 6-year longitudinal study investigated the link between adolescent empathy development and perceptions of the frequency of parent-child conflict, as reported by 467 adolescents (43 % female, from age 13) and both parents. First, we investigated heterogeneity in empathy development by identifying classes of individuals with similar developmental trajectories. Adolescents were categorized into high-, average-, and low-empathy classes. Initial differences between these classes further increased from age 13 to 16, particularly for cognitive empathy. To assess the association between empathy and the frequency of conflict, we compared these empathy classes in terms of initial levels and over-time changes in the frequency of adolescent-and parent-reported conflict. Compared to the average-and high-empathy classes, the low-empathy class evidenced elevated conflict throughout adolescence. Furthermore, the low-and average-empathy classes demonstrated temporary divergence between adolescent-and parent-reported conflict from early-to mid-adolescence, with adolescents underreporting conflict compared to both parents. Adolescents' agreement with parents was moderated by empathy class, while parents were always in agreement with one another. This may suggest that these discrepancies are related to distortions in adolescents' perceptions, as opposed to biased parental reports. These findings highlight the potential importance of early detection and intervention in empathy deficiencies, and suggest that lower adolescent empathy may indicate elevated family conflict, even if a failure to consider parents' perspective leads adolescents to underreport it.
Introduction
During adolescence, parents and children do not always see eye to eye. Adolescent-parent conflict often occurs as youths strive for greater independence . The frequency of conflict subsides from early to late adolescence (Laursen et al. 1998) , which coincides with increasing adolescent empathy (Davis and Franzoi 1991) . Three fundamental issues remain unexplored, however. Although researchers have suggested that adolescence is a developmentally sensitive period for empathy (Choudhury et al. 2006) , longitudinal studies have only examined group-level change (e.g., Eisenberg et al. 2005) . Because developmentally sensitive periods are often characterized by further differentiation (Caspi and Moffitt 1991) , a person-centered approach might reveal different trajectories of empathy development. The second issue concerns links between empathy development and adolescent-parent conflict. Empathy promotes positive conflict resolution in adolescent friendships , and inhibits aggression in adults (Richardson et al. 1994) . This suggests that adolescent empathy might also be related to conflict with parents. Third, adolescent and parental perceptions of their relationships often differ, including conflict perceptions (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2005) . Because empathy involves taking others' perspectives and responding considerately to their emotions (Davis 1983) , reports of highempathy adolescents should be more in line with those of their parents. Conversely, reports of low-empathy youths might deviate more strongly from parents'. We addressed these issues in a 6-year longitudinal study, by investigating the link between developmental trajectories of adolescents' empathy and the frequency of conflict as reported by adolescents and both parents.
Empathy and the Frequency of Conflict
Even though many theorists now agree that adolescence is not the turbulent period of ''storm and stress'' it was once thought to be, some adolescent-parent conflict is normative and plays an integral part in the adolescent's individuation process Grotevant and Cooper 1986) . Since adolescents typically expect increased autonomy before parents are ready to grant it (Deković et al. 1997) , they might consider conflict as a legitimate means to renegotiate their role in the family (Smetana 1989) . Too much conflict is not adaptive, however, as frequent adolescent-parent conflict is correlated with adolescents' antisocial behavior (Klahr et al. 2011b ), internalizing and externalizing problems (Branje et al. 2009 ), and later conduct problems (Klahr et al. 2011a) . It is therefore important to identify factors associated with lower levels of conflict.
Adolescent empathy might play a role in this regard. Empathy is a multi-dimensional construct, which encompasses both affective and cognitive dimensions (Davis 1983) . Two of these dimensions particularly have been linked to conflict-related constructs. Perspective taking, a cognitive empathy dimension, inhibits aggression in adults (Richardson et al. 1994) , and promotes mutually beneficial outcomes in negotiations (Galinsky et al. 2008) . Empathic concern, an affective empathy dimension, rouses an urge in adults to reduce others' distress (Stocks et al. 2009 ). In adolescents, affective empathy has been linked to reduced aggression (De Kemp et al. 2007) , as well as greater positive conflict management and reduced escalation in conflicts with peers . It remains to be seen whether these findings can be generalized to adolescent-parent relationships. Adolescents' developing empathy might help buffer adolescent-parent conflict, whereas a lack of perspective taking and concern for others might render some teenagers less able to recognize when they are crossing parents' boundaries, resulting in more frequent conflicts.
It is important to acknowledge that the association between adolescent empathy and adolescent-parent conflict might be reciprocal, because the adolescent-parent relationship plays a role in adolescents' empathy development. Adolescents' perceptions of parents' open communication (Heller et al. 2006 ) and support (Miklikowska et al. 2011) predict adolescents' empathic dispositions, both cross-sectionally and over time. Furthermore, mothers' dispositional perspective taking predicts over-time increases in their daughters' perspective taking (Van Lissa et al. 2014 ). If supportive, communicative adolescent-parent relationships are positively associated with adolescent empathy development, then frequent adolescent-parent conflict is likely associated with diminished empathy development. The present study investigated the longitudinal association between adolescents' empathy development and the frequency of adolescent-parent conflict. We predicted that relatively greater adolescent empathy would be associated with less adolescent-parent conflict throughout adolescence.
Empathy and Reporter Discrepancies in Perceived Conflict
Obtaining multiple-informant data is generally considered desirable in family research, but discrepancies between different family members' reports are rarely explained (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2005) . Perspectives on the adolescent-parent relationship may temporarily diverge, particularly in early adolescence Steinberg 2001) , because adolescents strive towards increasing autonomy (Grotevant and Cooper 1986) , while parents are still concerned with instilling proper values in them (Steinberg 2001) . Sillars et al. (2010) theory of motivated misunderstanding in family conflicts suggests that such divergent goals can lead parents and adolescents to interpret the same discussions very differently. A metaanalysis by Laursen et al. (1998) provides some empirical support for divergence, as adolescents reported a greater decrease in conflict from early-to late-adolescence than parents. An inspection of dual-reporter longitudinal studies suggests that, following initial agreement in early adolescence, adolescent-and parent reports diverge over time, with adolescents reporting stronger decreases in the frequency of conflict than their parents (Galambos and Almeida 1992; Steinberg 1988) . In line with these findings, we predicted that that adolescent and parent reports of the frequency of conflict would diverge from early-to mid-adolescence.
Discrepancies in adolescent-and parent-reported conflict may be a risk factor for adolescent adjustment problems, above and beyond those associated with the frequency of conflict. Previous research has shown that mother-adolescent discrepancies on different variables (including indices of relationship quality, parenting behavior, and adolescent problem behavior) predicts adolescent internalizing-and externalizing problems, both concurrently (Ohannessian et al. 2000) and over time Shek 1998) , as well legal, social, and mental health outcomes 4 years later (Ferdinand et al. 2004 ). These findings highlight the importance of identifying factors associated with larger discrepancies between adolescents' and parents' views of their interactions.
Empathy is likely to play a role in the extent to which different respondents in a family agree about the nature of their interactions. Perspective taking helps individuals understand others' putative states of mind even in the absence of overt signs (Hawk et al. 2011) , and might thus help adolescents understand their parents' point of view. Furthermore, affective empathy may enable adolescents to be more responsive to parents' emotional cues that signal anger and disagreement: Modest anger expressions draw attention to the importance of a disagreement, and prompt a focus on finding constructive solutions (Van Kleef et al. 2004) . Low affective empathy is associated with reduced sensitivity to such cues, as indicated by decreased mimicry of angry facial expressions, even at the subliminal level (De Wied et al. 2006; Sonnby-Borgström 2002) . We thus expected to find a link between adolescent empathy and adolescent-parent discrepancies in reported conflict. Specifically, discrepancies might be larger for lower-empathy adolescents, who more likely fail to consider opposing perspectives and miss emotional cues signaling the importance of a conflict.
Individual Differences in Empathy Development
There is increasing consensus that adolescence is a developmentally sensitive period for empathy, especially perspective taking (e.g., Van der Graaff et al. 2013; Van Lissa et al. 2014) . Neuro-imaging studies suggest that the mechanism underlying this sensitivity may be traced to developmental changes in the prefrontal cortex-an area integral to perspective taking (Choudhury et al. 2006; Singer 2006) . However, most studies of empathy development have examined mean-level change, aggregated on the level of an entire sample or separated by sex, and there is little agreement between these studies about the direction of change in adolescence. For example, one study found increases for both empathic concern and perspective taking (Davis and Franzoi 1991) , another for perspective taking only (Eisenberg et al. 2005) , and one found no change at all (Grühn et al. 2008) . Finally, two studies found curvilinear trajectories, with an increase in empathy until age 12 and subsequent decline until age 14 (Lam et al. 2012) , and a dip in empathy around age 16 (Van der Graaff et al. 2013), respectively.
Such diversity in findings might suggest that people differ in terms of their trajectories of empathy development. If that is the case, a person-centered analysis might be more appropriate than mean-level analysis, because it can reveal heterogeneity in developmental trajectories (Jung and Wickrama 2008) . In line with this explanation, studies using latent growth analysis usually find significant inter-individual variance in the slope of empathy development (e.g., Grühn et al. 2008) , which means that participants differ in their rate of change, even if average change for the sample summed to zero. Similarly, crosslagged panel modelling revealed substantial rank-order change in adolescents' dispositional perspective taking (Van Lissa et al. 2014) , which means that some adolescents increased more than others. Therefore, it may be useful to identify subgroups, or classes of adolescents with distinct developmental trajectories of empathy, and to compare the frequency of adolescent-and parent-reported conflict between these classes.
The Present Study
We explored the association between individual differences in empathy development and adolescent-and parent-reported conflict in a 6-year longitudinal study. First, we investigated heterogeneity in empathy development by identifying classes of individuals characterized by similar developmental trajectories. To address the association between empathy and the frequency of conflict, we compared these empathy classes in terms of initial levels and over-time changes in the frequency of adolescent-and parent-reported conflict. We predicted that adolescents with relatively higher empathy would be characterized by less frequent adolescent-and parent-reported conflict over time, compared to adolescents with lower empathy. In order to address the association between empathy and discrepancies between adolescent and parental reports of conflict frequency, we compared the frequency of adolescentand parent-reported conflict within each empathy class. We predicted that there would be temporary reporter divergence between adolescents and both parents from early-to midadolescence. We further expected that this divergence would be greater for adolescents with lower empathy than for those with higher empathy.
Methods

Participants
Participants were 467 Dutch adolescents 1 (266 boys; age at T1: M = 13.03, SD = 0.46), their mothers (N = 467, M age at T1: M = 44.41, SD = 4.46), and fathers (N = 437, M age = 46.74, SD = 5.10), participating in an ongoing longitudinal study (Van Lier et al. 2011) . Most adolescents had a Dutch ethnic background (N = 446), although some had a Surinamese/Antillean (N = 6), or other background (N = 14; 1 missing). Socio-economic status was based on parents' reports of employment status (Statistics-Netherlands 1993). Ten percent of the families were classified as low-SES, and 90 percent were classified as medium-to high-SES.
Procedure
The RADAR sample was recruited from randomly selected schools in the province of Utrecht, and four main cities in The Netherlands. Families were randomly selected within these schools, and included in the study if adolescents and parents provided informed consent. Of 1,081 families contacted, 470 refused and 114 failed to produce informed consent. From 2006 to 2012, adolescents and both parents completed yearly questionnaires at home, in the presence of a trained researcher, which included the variables used in the present study. They received financial compensation for their participation at each wave (approximately $40). At wave six, 422 adolescents (90 % of the sample) were still involved in the study. Average participation over the six waves was 95 %.
Measures
Empathy
We used two subscales of Davis' (1983) Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) to assess adolescents' empathic concern (EC, ''I am often concerned about people less fortunate than me'') and perspective taking (PT, ''Sometimes I try to understand my friends better by imagining how they see things''). Each subscale contains seven items, rated on a 5-point Likert scale (0 = Doesn't describe me at all; 4 = Describes me very well). Previous research found that the Dutch IRI has adequate reliability and external validity in different samples of adults and adolescents (De Corte et al. 2007; Hawk et al. 2012 ). In the present study, the reliability of empathic concern was acceptable in the first wave (a = .62) and good in all other waves (between .71 and .76). Reliability for perspective taking was good in waves four through six (a's between .75 and .78), and acceptable in waves one and two (a = .60 and .67). Concurrent correlations between EC and PT ranged between r = .43 and .69 (for concurrent correlations with conflict, see Table 1 ).
Two factors might have contributed to the relatively lower reliability of empathic concern and perspective taking in the first wave. First, Cronbach's alpha becomes lower when scale variance decreases. According to Levene's tests, the scale variance was significantly lower in wave one than in all other waves for both empathic concern, F(5, 2679) = 3.26, p = .01, and perspective taking, F(5, 2679) = 3.05, p = .01. Second, empathy is a multidimensional construct with highly correlated subscales. Under such circumstances, Cronbach's alpha can provide a strong underestimation of reliability, because the assumption of tau-equivalence is likely to be violated (Sijtsma 2009 ). In such cases, the greatest lower bound of reliability may be a better indicator, as it indicates the lowest possible true reliability given the observable covariance matrix. The glb varied between .72 and .83 for empathic concern, and between .71 and .86 for perspective taking, which suggests good reliability at all waves. Empathic concern (EC), perspective taking (PT), adolescent about mother (AM), mother about adolescent (MA), adolescent about father (AF), father about adolescent (FA)
The Frequency of Conflict Self-reported conflict frequency was assessed using Laursen's (1993) Interpersonal Conflict Questionnaire (ICQ). Adolescents reported on conflicts with each parent separately, and parents both reported independently on their conflicts with the adolescent. Respondents reported how often conflicts occurred for each of 10 common conflict topics (e.g., ''Autonomy, personal freedom'', ''school/ work'', ''criticism or teasing'') in the past 7 days, on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = Never; 5 = Often). Cronbach's a of adolescent-reported conflict frequency with parents varied between .84 and .89, and Cronbach's a of parentreported conflict frequency varied between .87 and .92. For concurrent correlations between reporters, see Table 1 .
Results
Strategy of Analyses
All analyses were conducted using structural equation modeling in MPlus (Muthén and Muthén 1998-2012 ). Little's (1988) MCAR test was non-significant, indicating no systematic differences between participants with complete data and participants with partially missing data (between .8 % at T1 and 15.5 % at T6), v 2 (1322) = 1358.816, p = .24. This indicates that the use of full information maximum likelihood estimation (FIML) was warranted. This procedure makes use of all available information, without estimating missing data. Covariance coverage ranged from .79 to .99, which is more than enough for reliable model estimation. We considered RMSEA B .05, and CFI C .95, supplemented by SRMR B .08, to indicate good fit (Kline 2011) . The fit of each model is displayed in Table 2 . Model fit was compared using v 2 -difference tests.
Identifying Developmental Trajectories of Empathy
To identify classes of adolescents characterized by distinct developmental trajectories of empathic concern and perspective taking, we used Latent Class Growth Analysis (LCGA: Jung and Wickrama 2008) . The developmental trajectories of adolescents' empathic concern and perspective taking are represented with latent growth curve models, after which adolescents' class membership is estimated based on the parameters of these latent growth models (i.e., intercept, slope, and quadratic change).
Because empathic concern and perspective taking were moderately-to highly correlated in each wave (r's between .47 and .62), we included both growth trajectories in a dual-process model, and accounted for shared error variance by correlating the residuals of empathic concern and perspective taking within each wave. We established that a linear model (M 1 , see Table 2 ) fit the data worse than a curvilinear model (M 2 ). We determined that a three-class model was optimal, by selecting the model with the lowest BIC that still fit better than a model with one class less, based on a significant VLMRtest (see: Jung and Wickrama 2008) . Compared to a twoand four-class model, a three-class model also had the highest entropy (a = .85) and posterior probabilities (between .93 and .94), further indicating good fit. Moreover, the three classes each contained a sizeable number of participants, and their trajectories of empathy development were distinct (Fig. 1 ). The parameter estimates were replicated twice with different starting values, suggesting that these were not local solutions. To account for known sex differences in empathy development (Van der Graaff et al. 2013), 2 we included sex (contrast coded) as a predictor of the developmental trajectories and class membership. This approach is similar to conducting the analyses for each sex separately and combining the resulting classes with the corresponding group of the other sex afterwards, with the added benefit that sex differences in developmental trajectories are explicitly modelled and reported. Girls had a significantly higher intercept than boys for empathic concern and perspective taking (B = 0.23 and B = 0.10, p's \ .001), a greater slope on both variables (B = 0.09 and B = 0.11, p's \ .001), and a more negative quadratic term (B's = -0.02, p's \ .001).
Because curvilinear trajectories are difficult to interpret and compare, we re-analyzed the latent growth part of the LCGA model using piece-wise latent growth analysis (Muthén and Muthén 1998-2012) . The curvilinear trajectory is split up into two linear segments, with a shared intercept and two separate slopes. The best fit was obtained when the transition between the two linear trajectories, or ''knot'', was made at age 16 (M 3 ). Thus, linear change is estimated from age 13 to 16, which we will refer to as ''early-mid adolescence'', and from age 16 to 18, or ''midlate adolescence'' (the slope loadings are 0, 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, and 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, respectively).
Next, we interpreted the growth trajectories of the three classes (see Fig. 1 and Table 3 ). A ''high empathy'' class (N = 105, 29 % girls) was characterized by the highest intercepts for empathic concern and perspective taking, and the highest increase in perspective taking from early-to mid-adolescence. An ''average empathy'' class (N = 283, 42 % girls) was characterized by lower, stable empathic concern and a slight increase in perspective taking throughout adolescence. Finally, a ''low empathy'' class (N = 79, 63 % girls) was characterized by the lowest intercepts for empathic concern and perspective taking, as well as a decrease for both variables from early-to midadolescence, followed by a rebound from mid-to lateadolescence. This u-shaped curve suggests an ''empathy dip'' around age 16 (Van der Graaff et al. 2013) . For empathic concern, only the developmental trajectory of the low-empathy class differed significantly from all other classes throughout adolescence, v 2 Wald 's between 14.41 and 23.10, p's \ .001. The trajectories of the average-and high-empathy group did not differ significantly from one another, v 2 Wald 's(1) between 0.001 and 2.87, p's between .09 and .98. This suggests that low-empathy adolescents experience a temporary dip in empathic concern. For perspective taking, the trajectories of all classes differed significantly from early-to mid-adolescence, v 2 Wald 's between 8.65 and 35.56, p's \ .003. High-empathy adolescents increased the most, followed by average-empathy adolescents, while low-empathy adolescents decreased in perspective taking. From mid-to late-adolescence, there were no significant differences between classes, v 2 Wald 's between = 0.001 and 2.04, p's between .15 and .97. This suggests that from early-to mid-adolescence, the classes became further differentiated in terms of PT, and that these amplified differences subsequently remained stable. The distribution of sex across classes was unequal, v 2 (2) = 22.19, p \ .001. After taking into account sex differences in empathy development, girls were relatively overrepresented in the low-empathy class. This suggests that, even though girls on average have greater empathy than boys, the distribution of empathy within gender was skewed. This means that, in comparison to girls whose empathy scores were around girls' average levels, there were relatively more girls with lower empathy. Fig. 1 Developmental trajectories of adolescents' empathic concern (EC) and perspective taking (PT) for the three empathy classes J Youth Adolescence (2015) 44:48-61 53
Differences in Adolescent-Parent Conflict between Empathy Classes
We hypothesized that the frequency of adolescent-parent conflict would differ between the different empathy classes, and that there would be greater divergence between the frequency of adolescent-and parent-reported conflict in lower-empathy classes than in higher-empathy classes. We conducted multi-group latent growth analyses of adolescent-and parent-reported conflict frequency. To account for the dyadic nature of the data, we again used a dualprocess model, and correlated the latent growth factors of both respondents. Because of limited sample size, separate analyses were conducted to compare adolescent-and mother reports, adolescent-and father reports, and motherand father reports. In all cases, curvilinear models (M 5 , M 8 , M 11 ) fit the data better than linear models (M 4 , M 7 , M 10 ). For the sake of interpretability, we re-analyzed the data using piece-wise latent growth analysis. In all cases, the best fit was obtained with linear trajectories from age 13 to 16 and 16 to 18 (M 6 , M 9 , M 12 ). In order to test our hypotheses, we then used Wald tests to compare the means of the growth curves' intercepts and slopes between adolescents and parents within each empathy class, and within adolescents and parents, respectively, between the empathy classes.
The Frequency of Conflict
We tested the hypothesis that adolescents with lower empathy and both of their parents would report greater conflict frequency than adolescents with higher empathy and their parents.
Adolescents and Mothers
In line with our hypothesis, we found that the intercepts of conflict frequency were significantly higher for low-empathy adolescents and their mothers than for all others, all v 2 Wald (1) C 8.53, all p's B .004. There were no significant differences in the intercepts of conflict frequency between average-and highempathy adolescents, nor between the mothers in these groups, all v 2 Wald (1) C 1.39, all p's C .24. This suggests that, at age 13, low-empathy adolescents and their mothers reported significantly more frequent conflict than all others. For both adolescents and mothers, the slopes of conflict frequency did not differ significantly between the empathy classes, neither from early-to mid-adolescence (p's between .37 and .76), nor from mid-to late-adolescence (p's between .19 and .67), indicating that these initial differences persisted over time.
Adolescents and Fathers
As with mothers, we found that the intercepts of conflict frequency were significantly higher for low-empathy adolescents and their fathers than for all others, all v 2 Wald (1) C 6.86, all p's \ .01. There were no significant differences between the intercepts of conflict frequency between average-and high-empathy adolescents (p = .11), nor between the fathers in these groups (p = .38). This suggests that, at age 13, low-empathy adolescents and their fathers reported significantly more frequent conflict than all other groups. From early-to midadolescence, the slopes of conflict frequency did not differ between the empathy classes for both adolescents and fathers (p's between .26 and .86). From mid-to late-adolescence, only the slopes of average-and high-empathy adolescents differed significantly, v 2 Wald (1) = 3.944, p = .047. Average-empathy adolescents displayed a significant decrease in conflict, whereas high-empathy adolescents' conflict remained stable. For fathers, only the slopes of fathers in the low-empathy class differed significantly from those in the high-and average-empathy classes, v 2 Wald (1) = 4.37, p = .04 and v 2 Wald (1) = 3.70, p = .05, respectively. Low-empathy fathers reported a 
Reporter Discrepancies
We tested the hypothesis that there would be temporary divergence between the reports of adolescents and both parents, and that this divergence would be greater for adolescents with lower empathy than for those with higher empathy.
Adolescents and Mothers There were no significant differences between the intercepts of mother-and adolescentreported conflict in any of the classes (all p's [ .45), which suggests that mothers and adolescents in all classes were in agreement about the frequency of conflict at age 13. From early-to mid-adolescence, however, in both the low-and the average-empathy classes, the slopes of conflict frequency of adolescents and their mothers significantly differed, v 2 Wald (1) = 5.51, p = .02 and v 2 Wald (1) = 5.78, p = .02, respectively. Specifically, low-and averageempathy adolescents reported a significant decrease in conflict, while their mothers reported stability (see Table 3 ). This indicates that, from early-to mid-adolescence, adolescent-and mother-reported conflict diverged for low-and average-empathy adolescents. Slopes did not differ significantly for high-empathy adolescents and their mothers, v 2 Wald (1) = 2.45, p = .12. From mid-to late-adolescence, the difference between the slopes of adolescent-and mother-reported conflict bordered on significance for low-and average-empathy adolescents, both v 2 Wald (1) = 3.13, p's = .08. Low-empathy adolescents reported stability, whereas their mothers reported a decrease. Average-empathy adolescents and their mothers both reported a decrease, which was stronger for mothers than for adolescents. These results suggest a trend towards convergence in both classes. Finally, there was a significant difference in slopes for high-empathy adolescents and their mothers, v 2 Wald (1) = 4.08, p = .04, with adolescents reporting stability whereas their mothers reported a significant decrease. Although their reports of conflict were relatively stable from early-to mid-adolescence, their slopes were opposite in valence, leading them to drift apart slightly, but not significantly (see Fig. 2 ). The significant difference in slopes from mid-to late-adolescence can be attributed to the sharp re-convergence of their reports, which occurred within a shorter period. These findings are in line with our hypothesis that adolescent-and parent-reported conflict would temporarily diverge, and that this divergence would be greater for adolescents with lower empathy than for those with higher empathy. Specifically, we found evidence of such divergence for low-and averageempathy adolescents, but not for high-empathy adolescents.
Adolescents and Fathers There were no differences between the intercepts of father-and adolescent-reported conflict frequency in any of the classes (all p's [ .47), indicating adolescent-father agreement about the frequency of conflict at age 13. From early-to mid-adolescence, however, the slopes of conflict frequency significantly differed for low-empathy adolescents and their fathers, v 2 Wald (1) = 4.34, p = .04. Although the slopes of lowempathy adolescents and their fathers were non-significant, they were opposite in valence, with a negative slope for adolescents, and a positive slope for fathers. For averageempathy adolescents and their fathers, the difference was only borderline significant, v 2 Wald (1) = 3.46, p = .06. Average-empathy adolescents demonstrated a small, significant decrease in conflict from early-to mid-adolescence, while their fathers reported stability. These results suggest that adolescent-father perspectives on conflict diverged slightly from early-to mid-adolescence for the low-and average-empathy classes. High-empathy adolescents and their fathers' slopes did not differ significantly, v 2 Wald (1) = 0.63, p = .43, and their slopes were not Fig. 2 The frequency of conflict reported by adolescents and their parents, grouped by empathy class J Youth Adolescence (2015) 44:48-61 55 significant, indicating that their reports of conflict were relatively stable in this period. This suggests that highempathy adolescents and their fathers were in agreement about the frequency and (lack of) change in conflict from early-to mid-adolescence. From mid-to late-adolescence, there were no significant differences between the slopes of adolescent-and fatherreported conflict in any of the empathy classes, all v 2 Wald (1) B 1.35, p's C .25 . Low-and average-empathy adolescents and their fathers all reported a significant decrease in conflict, which suggests that they were in agreement about the diminishing frequency of conflict. High-empathy adolescents and their fathers both reported stability. These findings offer partial support for our hypothesis that adolescent-and parent reports of the frequency of conflict would temporarily diverge, and that this divergence would be greater for adolescents with lower empathy than for those with higher empathy. Specifically, we found evidence for reporter divergence in the low-and average-empathy classes, but not the high-empathy class. Adolescent-and father-reported conflict did not re-converge from mid-to late-adolescence. Instead, adolescents and fathers were in agreement about the (lack of) change during this period.
Mothers and Fathers There were no differences between mother-and father-reported conflict frequency within any of the classes in terms of the intercepts (.11 B p's B .71) , slopes from early-to mid-adolescence (.20 B p's B .93), or slopes from mid-to late-adolescence (.06 B p's B .75 ). This suggests that parents within each empathy class were in agreement with one another about the frequency and change in conflict throughout adolescence.
Discussion
The present study set out to examine the relationship between adolescents' developing empathy and the frequency of conflict with parents, as well as the level of agreement between adolescents and parents about the frequency of such conflicts. While some adolescent-parent conflict is normative, frequent conflict is associated with adolescent maladjustment (Branje et al. 2009 ). Empathy has been linked with conflict-related constructs in adultand adolescent peer relationships Richardson et al. 1994 ), but the present study is the first to address this association in the adolescent-parent relationship. Because adolescent and parental reports on their relationship often differ (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2005), it is important to obtain both adolescent and parent reports of the frequency of conflict. Discrepancies between their reports might be explained in part by adolescents' developing empathy.
Our findings suggest that, particularly in early adolescence, individual differences in empathic dispositions become further amplified, and that these differences in empathic dispositions are associated with both the frequency of adolescent-parent conflict, and adolescent-parent agreement about the frequency of conflict. In particular, low-empathy adolescents and their parents reported significantly more conflict than all others throughout adolescence. Regarding reporter discrepancies, we found that mothers' and fathers' reports of the frequency of conflict were in agreement throughout adolescence in all empathy classes. High-empathy adolescents' reports were also in line with those of their parents. Low-and average-empathy adolescents' reports, however, diverged temporarily from their parents' from early-to mid-adolescence, with adolescents reporting decreasing conflict, while both parents agreed that conflict was higher and stable. The finding that low-and average-empathy adolescents' reports diverged from their parents' reports, but that their parents were in agreement with one another, may suggest that these discrepancies are related to distortions in adolescents' perceptions, as opposed to biased parental reports. Interestingly, our results showed that only low-empathy adolescents experienced elevated conflict, whereas only high-empathy adolescents were in agreement with parents about the frequency of conflict throughout adolescence. Average-empathy adolescents were similar to high-empathy adolescents in the sense that they did not show elevated conflict, and similar to low-empathy adolescents in the sense that their reports diverged from parents' over time. This suggests that only low empathy is associated with increased adolescent-parent conflict, while high empathy is required for adolescent-parent agreement.
Heterogeneity of Empathy Development
Whereas previous research on empathy development has typically examined mean-level change, the present study took a person-centered approach to identify classes of adolescents with similar developmental trajectories. We identified a ''high-empathy'' class, with high, stable empathic concern and high-increasing perspective taking, an ''average-empathy'' class with stable empathic concern and slightly increasing perspective taking, and a ''lowempathy'' class, with a dip in both variables around midadolescence. The differences between these trajectories suggest that initial differences in perspective taking become further amplified from early-to mid-adolescence. This finding builds on previous research that suggests adolescence is a developmentally sensitive period for perspective taking (e.g., Choudhury et al. 2006; Van Lissa et al. 2014) by indicating that development is not uniform for all adolescents, but that further differentiation between individuals occurs. This pattern is in line with the process of ''accentuation'' proposed by Block (1982) , by which individual differences are accentuated during times of transition. It might further be explained in the context of Choudhury et al. (2006) suggestion that social experiences in adolescence interact with changes in the brain to hone the development of perspective taking strategies. These results suggest that early empathy levels may be a marker for their later developmental trajectory. For clinicians, this highlights the potential importance of detecting lower empathy at an early age, and providing interventions that support empathy development to prevent low-empathy adolescents from falling further behind their peers over time.
Our finding that girls were overrepresented in the lowempathy class may at first glance appear counterintuitive, in light of the well-established finding that girls often report being more empathic (Davis 1983 ). However, we specifically controlled for sex differences in our analyses, to prevent class membership from being based primarily on known sex differences in developmental trajectories of empathy (Jung and Wickrama 2008) . Our low-empathy class therefore consists of girls whose empathy was low compared to other girls, and boys whose empathy was low relative to other boys. The overrepresentation of girls in the low-empathy class suggests that the distribution of empathy within each sex is slightly skewed: There may be relatively many boys with high empathy compared boys' average empathy level, and relatively many girls with low empathy compared to girls' average empathy level.
Empathy and the Frequency of Adolescent-Parent Conflict
The present study provides the first evidence for a link between adolescent empathy development, and the frequency of adolescent-parent conflict. Although previous research has linked empathy to different conflict-related constructs, such as reduced aggression and greater constructive conflict resolution behavior, in the context of adolescent peer-and adult relationships Richardson et al. 1994) . The present research expands on this previous work by assessing the frequency of conflict directly, and demonstrating that the link between empathy and conflict can be generalized to the adolescent-parent context. These findings may be relevant for childcare officials and clinicians, because it suggests that lower adolescent empathy may be reflective of a problematic relationship with parents, or conversely, that promoting adolescents' empathy development may help them address conflict with parents more effectively.
Empathy and Discrepancies Between Adolescentand Parent-Reported Conflict
The present study builds upon earlier theoretical and empirical work about discrepancies between adolescentand parent-reported conflict (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2005; Ehrlich et al. 2011) , by suggesting that adolescents' empathic abilities may play a role in explaining such discrepancies. Although discrepancies between adolescentand parent-reported conflict emerged in the low-and average-empathy classes, high-empathy adolescents' reports were mostly in agreement with their parents' throughout adolescence. A relatively steeper increase in perspective taking set the high-empathy class apart from the low-and average-empathy classes. Perhaps this steeper increase in perspective taking allowed high-empathy adolescents to continue considering their parents' concerns, and maintain closer bonds while they navigate the road toward increased independence (Grotevant and Cooper 1986) . Low-and average-empathy adolescents, on the other hand, might focus more on their own autonomy gains when parents ''give in'' in conflicts, and afterwards no longer see the interaction as a conflict. Failure to consider their parents' different perspectives and negative emotions might render them relatively ''conflict blind''. Perspective taking increased more gradually in average-empathy adolescents than in high-empathy adolescents, and only increased from mid-to late-adolescence in low-empathy adolescents, which may explain the later re-convergence (for mothers) or agreement about change (for fathers) in adolescent-and parent-reported conflict for these empathy classes.
Although our finding that parents reported greater conflict than adolescents is in line with previous dual-reporter longitudinal studies (Galambos and Almeida 1992; Steinberg 1988) , at least three notable studies have instead found that adolescents reported more conflict than parents (Molina and Chassin 1996; Smetana 1989) . This illustrates that reporter discrepancies remain a complex matter that can stem from many factors. Ethnicity, for example, appears to affect the direction of reporter discrepancies (Walton et al. 1999) , because cultures differ in the extent to which they perceive certain behaviors as problematic. Specifically, African-, Hispanic-, and Asian-American adolescents are known to perceive their parents as more authoritarian than Caucasian adolescents (Dornbusch et al. 1987) , which might lead them to report greater adolescentparent conflict. Molina and Chassin's (1996) sample contained a large amount of Hispanic families, and the sample of Gonzales et al. (1996) consisted entirely of African-American mother-adolescent dyads, which might explain why they found greater adolescent-than parent-reported conflict. Our sample, in contrast, consisted largely of native Dutch participants, who may be less authoritarian than even Caucasian-American parents (e.g., Pels and Nijsten 2003) . Another factor shared by all three studies finding greater adolescent-reported conflict is that the research was conducted in the presence of an interviewer (Molina and Chassin 1996; Smetana 1989) or a video camera (Gonzales et al. 1996) . Family conflict is a delicate matter that is likely to be subject to social desirability bias, and parents especially may underplay conflicts if they are concerned with how their family comes across to researchers. This may especially play a role when parent participants originate from stigmatized populations, such as the alcoholic parents in Molina and Chassin's (1996) study. In our own research, adolescents and parents completed a questionnaire anonymously, which is likely to reduce the influence of social desirability.
The issue of reporter discrepancies is of prime importance in the clinical setting, and in fact most of the relevant literature has taken a clinical approach (see: De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2005). De Los Reyes and Kadzin have argued that adolescent-parent agreement should be greater regarding externalizing-than internalizing problems, because externalizing symptoms are more readily observable. The present study nevertheless found significant discrepancies between conflict reported by low-and average-empathy adolescents and their parents. This suggests that reports can differ, even when it comes to readily observable behaviors. The fact that parents were always in agreement about the frequency of conflict, whereas only high-empathy adolescents were in agreement with their parents, may suggest that lower-empathy adolescents construe conflicts differently, or fail to notice when they cross their parents' boundaries. This highlights the importance of obtaining multiple informants' reports on adolescent behavior in the clinical setting.
Strengths and Limitations
One strength of the present study is that it included longitudinal data from multiple family members, spanning the entire period from early-to late-adolescence. This is important, because developmental changes in adolescence are known to occur for both empathy (Choudhury et al. 2006 ) and adolescent-parent conflict (Laursen et al. 1998) . Independent assessments of conflict between adolescents and each parent provide a more complete understanding of the frequency of family conflict. Furthermore, although many researchers value the use of multiple-respondent data, these data are often aggregated without considering potentially meaningful discrepancies between them (De Los Reyes and Kazdin 2005). We used dual-trajectory modeling for adolescent-and parent-reported conflict, which allowed us to study trajectories of conflict frequency and reporter discrepancies in a single model, while avoiding the problems associated with difference scores. Finally, De Los Reyes and Kazdin (2005) argued that reporter discrepancies are likely to be greater for less observable behaviors (like internalizing problems) than for highly observable behaviors (like externalizing problems). By that logic, an important strength of the present study is that we demonstrated that adolescent empathy was associated with reporter discrepancies in adolescent-parent conflict, even though conflict is a highly observable behavior, which means that reporter discrepancies are likely to be small. Future research should therefore address whether empathy is related to discrepancies in other, less observable aspects of the adolescent-parent relationship, and whether these findings can be generalized to other close relationships.
One limitation of the present research is that it cannot speak to causality in the link between empathy and conflict. Future research might assess the directionality of this association, for example by investigating whether promoting adolescent empathy helps reduce adolescent-parent conflict, or whether reducing adolescent-parent conflict promotes empathy development. Second, it would have been interesting to investigate the interaction between adolescents' and parents' empathy levels, and to assess how different combinations of adolescent-and parent empathy are associated with perceptions of conflict. However, we were prevented from doing so by a lack of parental empathy measurements, and our limited sample size. Associations between adolescents' and parents' empathy are typically modest (correlations around .15; Hawk et al. 2012; Soenens et al. 2012; Van Lissa et al. 2014) , which suggests that all different combinations of adolescent-and parent empathy might exist. To address this matter, future research would therefore require a far larger sample in order to investigate the interaction between parental empathy and adolescent empathy. Another potential limitation was that, according to Cronbach's alpha, the reliability of empathic concern and perspective taking was relatively low at wave one. This might be related to the lower scale variance in this wave, as Cronbach's alpha is contingent on scale variance. Indeed, according to the latent class analysis, the classes were most similar in the first wave (see Fig. 1 ). Although the glb suggested that reliability might be good, future research should include a measure of empathic dispositions that is more sensitive to individual differences at younger ages, to ensure adequate reliability. Finally, we did not obtain independent observer reports on adolescent-parent conflict, to serve as a more objective measure of the frequency of conflict. This may have indicated whether the reporter discrepancies observed in the low-and average-empathy classes were a result of adolescents underreporting, or parents over-reporting conflict. However, the finding that parents were always in agreement with one another, whereas adolescents' agreement with parents was moderated by empathy class, seems to suggest that lowerempathy may be relatively ''conflict blind''.
Conclusion
Our findings suggest that initial empathy differences become amplified throughout adolescence. Those who started out with higher empathy increased the most, those who started average remained relatively stable, and those who started low even decreased temporarily, and never reached the levels shown by other groups. Adolescent-parent conflict was more frequent in the low-empathy class than in the highand average-empathy classes. Temporary reporter discrepancies emerged in the low-and average-empathy classes, as adolescents reported decreasing conflict, while their parents reported an increase or stability. These findings extend our understanding of the link between empathy and conflict to the context of adolescent-parent relationships. Furthermore, these results suggest that empathy may play a role in aligning adolescents' and parents' views on their relationship during a time when their goals diverge. These findings suggest the importance of detecting potential empathy deficiencies in childhood, and promoting empathy development before individual differences become amplified. Moreover, low empathy may be an indicator of elevated family conflict, and conversely, promoting adolescents' empathy may help them address conflict with parents more effectively. Finally, this study highlights the importance of obtaining multiple informant reports-especially when ''the kids aren't all right''. Even when it comes to aspects of the adolescentparent relationship that appear to be highly observable, such as conflict, lower empathy may lead adolescents to fail to see their parents' side of things.
